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 Precision becomes 
important for most 
of the processes 
 

 Fixed order 
calculations need to 
advance 
 

 NLO complete and 
automated, NNLO 
in the making 



 Loop diagrams are considered to be the 
bottleneck of beyond LO calculations 

 Large number of Feynman diagrams-
Complicated loop integrals 

 Reduction techniques : Minimize the size and 
the difficulty of such calculations 

 Working at the amplitude level, suitable for 
numerical approach 



 D.B.Melrose, G.Källèn-J.Toll (1965) 

 Passarino-Veltman 

 Unitarity based methods (Bern, Dixon, 
Dunbar,Kosower- at the amplitude level) 

 Generalised Unitarity (Britto, Cachazo, Feng) 

 Reduction at the Integrand level (OPP) 





 Quadruple, triple, double and single cuts to 
obtain the coefficients 

 Terms with a tilde vanish upon integration 
(spurious terms) 

 Scalar Integrals 

 Rational terms  (working in d dimensions) 

 Real part 

 

 

 





 Ossola, Mastrolia (2011) 

 Badger, Frellesvig, Zhang (2011) 

 Zhang (2012) 

 Mirabella, Ossola, Peraro, Mastrolia (2012) 

 Kleiss, I.M. , Papadopoulos, Verheyen (2012) 





 Consider scalar integrals without loss of 
generality 

 Write the numerator (1) of these integrals in 
terms of Denominators times coefficients 
(polynomials in the loop momenta) 

 Investigate when this systems has solutions 

 What is the minimal number of 
Denominators/ rank of the coefficients ? 











 Order of the iGraph= n₁+n₂+n₃ 

 Constraints :  n₁,₂,₃ ≤ 4  (one loop constraint) 

  n₁+n₂+n₃ ≤ 11 (=2d+3), constant 
coefficients 

 









 Every  two loop integral can be written in 
terms of integrals up to 2d Denominators 

 In most cases cubic terms are needed (d=2 
special case) 

 The 2d basis Integrals are compatible with 
Unitarity ( from the constraint) 

 There exist l₁,l₂ such that 2d denominators 
vanish → no further reduction is possible this 
way (see also Nullstellensatz theorem –
Mirabela, Ossola, Peraro, Mastrolia) 

  





 Classify all possible residues for every 
integral of the basis 

 Use Unitarity cuts to extract the coefficients 
(at the maximal cuts the number of solutions 
matches the number of coefficients) 

 Freedom in the choice of the ISP 



 The unitarity basis described above is not a 
minimal one 

 Reduction to true Master Integrals demands 
the use of IBP identities (Chetyrkin, Tkatchov) 

 Removal of double poles  

 Combine OPP with IBP’s 

 



 Integrand reduction for the virtual part ( in 
progress) 

 Rational terms 

 Computation of Master Integrals (Significant 
progress ) 

 Virtual – Real 

 Real- Real  



 Integrand reductions boosted the NLO 
computations leading to an NLO revolution 
the last 5 years 

 NNLO results also important for the LHC 

 There is a Unitarity based basis for every two 
loop Integrand 

 The Unitarity base is not necessarily the 
minimal basis-combine with IBP 

 



 Significant progress to all pieces of the NNLO 

 Extension to more than two loops in the 
integrand reduction part are obvious 

 More results to come, the NNLO revolution 
has began! 




